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OFFICIAL COMPREHENSIVE PLAN, AS AMENDED AND RESTATED,
OF THE VILLAGE OF PORT BARRINGTON,
LAKE AND MCHENRY COUNTIES, ILLINOIS

INTRODUCTION:
This Amended and Restated Official Comprehensive Plan of the Village of Port Barrington
(“Comprehensive Plan”) is intended to provide guidelines and future plans for protection of the
Village’s natural heritage, the sensitive ecological systems enjoyed by the community and which
is part of the unique character of the Village, to maintain the Village’s semi-rural character, and
to establish goals and guidelines for thoughtful development over the next ten to twenty years.
This Comprehensive Plan is a non-regulatory document which is intended to serve as a guide for
future decisions relative to land use and development. Therefore, this Comprehensive Plan must
remain flexible and adaptable in order to address unknown circumstances and changes which
might occur in the future.
This Comprehensive Plan of the Village of Port Barrington reflects five broad community goals:
(1)

CHARACTER: The goal is to maintain the unique qualities and semi-rural character of
Port Barrington that make it a distinctive, recreation-oriented, primarily residential
community that has the unique privilege of being located near numerous wetlands and
natural areas well as some commercial areas to provide an increased tax base.

(2)

FINANCES: The goal is to maintain sound financial practices which will enable the
Village to operate with fiscal responsibility.

(3)

SERVICES: The goal is to provide the most effective manner for the Village to provide
services that are presently required by Village residents and plan for possible long-term
needs in the future.

(4)

ECOLOGY/ENVIRONMENTAL: The goal is to achieve a healthy relationship
between human activity and the natural environment, especially regarding highly sensitive
areas.
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(5)

FUTURE GROWTH: The goal is to have plans and strategies in place for sensible
growth and development that have a positive impact on the Village.

The Village of Port Barrington has a population of approximately 1,500 people and is located
along the Fox River in Northern Illinois. The community lies in both McHenry and Lake
Counties. The Village’s corporate limits include areas of Nunda, Algonquin, Wauconda, and
Cuba Townships.
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VILLAGE HISTORY
A small section of McHenry County, now called Port Barrington, was
converted to a subdivision from farmland in the 1920’s. Tyra Due
Nielsen, a realtor from Chicago, acquired the farm property in a trade.
The farm was worked without success, due mainly to flood waters, as
there was no flood control at that time. There was other farmland
adjoining the subdivision which was believed to be owned by the
Murreys and the Courtneys.
In about 1923 or 1924, Tyra began to dredge the slough area, and
form manmade channels for waterfront property, which channels are
known as the “Nielsen Channels”. Although Nielsen could only
acquire permission from the government to have one entrance into the
Fox River, her efforts contributed to the future development of
aquatic amenities the Village continues to enjoy today, including
Tyra Nielsen
boating, fishing, parks, marinas, and a portion of the Lake County
Forest Preserve. Nielsen contracted with Louis Pregenzer to do the dredging, but the Great
Depression came during this time and caused delays in completion of the project.
Tyra Nielsen
Village Founder,
passed away in 1943 and the estate was settled with Mr. Pregenzer and Tyra’s heirs; George and
Tyra Nielsen
Ellen Nielsen, Lois and Agnes Nielsen and Madge and Al Rose.

Nielsen Channels, Circa 1923

Through the years after the war, more permanent homes were built and a Civic Association was
Nielsen Channels,
1923 years
1
formed.
AnotherCirca
twenty
passed until the Village was incorporated in 1969 as the “Village
of Fox River Valley Gardens”, which in 2003 became “Port Barrington.” Since the Village’s
incorporation, improvements have been made including
hard-surfaced roads, parks and the present Village Hall.
Residents of the community reflect a great diversity in
racial, ethnic, and religious groups as well as a wide
variety of occupations and income levels. The philosophy
of the Village is to retain its character as a quiet, peaceful,
residential community which offers many different
passive as well as active recreational amenities.
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There have been many annexations of property over the last
thirty (30) years considerably expanding the original
boundaries of the Village. The Griffin annexation occurred
in June of 1982 and was approximately 238 acres in size
located on both sides of Rawson Bridge Road. This became
the Riverwalk Subdivision that was developed in the 1990’s.
In 1989, the combined Cashmore and Penney properties were
annexed, consisting of 252 acres lying in Lake County, to the
Southeast of the original Village, running along the Fox
River, and were then developed as The Moorings
Subdivision, Port Barrington Shores Condominiums, the Port
Barrington marina, and a portion of the Lake County Fox
River Forest Preserve. The Stanchuck and Serio properties,
surrounding the open farmland at the Southeast corner of
Roberts Road and Darrell Road was annexed in 1997. The
Orlando Property, located at the Northeast corner of Roberts Road and Darrell Road was
annexed in 2001 and was then developed as the Deer Grove Subdivision. The property which
became the Deer Grove North subdivision was annexed in 2003. Other annexations include
Broken Oar Bar in 1997, Crossroads Church in 2004, the Snyder’s Gas Station property in 2007.
The Village now encompasses approximately 786 acres.

The Village government consists of an elected President and six elected Trustees. Each Village
Trustee is usually responsible for specific functions of the Village. The Village also has an
appointed, seven-member Plan Commission and Zoning Board of Appeals, along with an
appointed Emergency Response Team (“ERT”) and a Waterway Commission. Also, the
Village’s R.E.C. (Recreation, Environment, Community) Committee consists of volunteers who
plan activities and special events for both children and adults. The Village Board, the Plan
Commission, and the Zoning Board of Appeals all have regularly scheduled meetings. The ERT,
Recreation Committee, and Waterway Commission meet on an as needed basis.
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CHARACTER
In order to maintain the Village’s unique, semi-rural character, the Village should do the
following:
(1)

The Village needs to maintain its non-typical
suburban appearance. The predominant scale
and arrangement of development should be
characteristic of a more semi-rural, countryside
environment. Open space should be an integral
part of any future planning.

(2)

Waterfront development should enhance the
overall appearance of the shoreline of the Fox
River, and the channels and ponds within the
Village while preserving the ecological
balance.

(3)

Peripheral areas of the Village should establish
a compatible relationship with adjacent
communities.

(4)

The internal roadway system should, by its design and appearance, encourage local, slow
moving traffic only on streets within the Village, where walking and biking can be enjoyed.

(5)

The desired quality of life within the community should be reflected in the design,
maintenance and use of all community-owned property.

(6)

Special attention should be given to the design of all peripherals roads and highways
consistent with the desired countryside environment.

(7)

Areas annexed by the Village in the future should be developed in a manner consistent with
the desired character for the community.
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(8)

Park and Recreational programs should be emphasized throughout the Village and the
Village’s open spaces should provide a wide variety of passive and active recreational
activities which do not adversely affect nearby residents.
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FINANCES
In order to efficiently manage the Village and maintain a fiscally-responsible budget, the Village
should:
(1)

Coordinate the level of public services the Village can provide at a reasonable cost with
future growth within the Village and expansion of its corporate limits.

(2)

Maintain sound standards and procedures of fiscal management.

(3)

Encourage plans for non-residential development in selected areas of the Village as a
means of strengthening the Village tax base.

(4)

Investigate and pursue all possible grant monies which may be or may become available to
the Village.

(5)

Continually assess future needs of the Village and be prepared to make necessary
adjustments to the Plan in order to keep growth and revenues in balance.

(6)

Participate in any intergovernmental agreements which benefit the village.
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SERVICES
In order to provide Village residents with the necessary public services while maintaining a
fiscally-responsible Village budget, the Village should:
(1)

Provide residents with public services through the most efficient and cost effective means
possible.

(2)

Work closely with other local governments and civic groups for purposes of area-wide
planning and coordinating of local services.

(3)

Closely monitor water supply and wastewater systems and implement any necessary repairs
and/or upgrades thereto when needed to maintain adequate and healthful service.

(4)

Seek continued improvements of health services to serve the residents of the Village and
the surrounding areas.

(5)

Provide for law enforcement of high quality through contracted police services.

(6)

Maintain a liaison with the Fire Protection District(s) serving the community.
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ROADS
The existing network of streets and highways within or serving
the Village planning area may be classified as Regional
Highway, Collector Roads, Local Streets and Private Roads.
Although different in classification, they are each dependent on
the others for their proper functioning.
The two Regional Highways serving the Village are Illinois
Route 176 and Illinois Route 59. These are highways that
handle sizeable traffic volume at medium to high speeds.
Together, they connect Port Barrington with the surrounding communities in the region.
The Collector Roads in the area surrounding the Village include Roberts Road, River Road,
Darrell Road and Rawson Bridge Road. Each of these roads was designed for medium to low
volumes of traffic to be collected and distributed among the Regional Highways and Local
Streets. They also serve as access routes for commercial development within the Village.
Depending on local traffic volumes, pedestrian traffic and road design, the speed limits range
between 25 and 50 mph. Most Collector Roads are maintained by the County.
The balance of the Village transportation
network is made up of Local Streets, which
primarily provide access to abutting residences.
They collect individual trips for delivery to a
higher type of facility, such as the Collector
Roads and Regional Highways. Their traffic
volumes are low and are designed for speeds of
15 to 30 mph. Most of the local streets are
maintained by the Village Public Works
Department. Consideration should be given to
the Village’s future needs for new, upgraded,
and/or replacement Public Works equipment in
order to maintain the Village-owned streets. A
future road salt storage facility also needs to be
planned.
EDUCATION
The Village is served by Wauconda Community Unit School District #118 and Barrington Area
Community Unit School District #220. The Village needs to recognize the impact of future
development of these school systems. Developers must be required to pay impact fees to cover
costs of the school site and buildings necessary to serve their projects. This cost should not be an
additional burden on current property owners.
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PUBLIC HEALTH AND SAFETY
Village police protection is provided by the McHenry County Sheriff’s Office and the Lake
County Sheriff’s Office by intergovernmental contracts. Fire protection is provided by the
Wauconda Area Fire Protection District. Sewer services are provided by the Northern Moraine
Wastewater Reclamation District for most village residents. Trash collection is provided by
Waste Management for most residents. Port Barrington is served by the Barrington 60010 post
office. There is a Port Barrington Emergency Response Commission for local disaster relief.
These services should be monitored to ensure continued high quality, cost-effective and efficient
services for Village residents. The Village should strive to maintain good working relationships
with all of these service providers.

ECOLOGY/ENVIRONMENTAL
RESOURCES OF THE AREA

Principal Terrains
The McHenry County portion of the Village is categorized as being in the Chain-O-Lakes Basin,
lowland directly adjacent to the West Chicago Terminal Ridge and West Chicago Outwash Plain.
Within the basin, topography is extremely irregular. Depressions are common and many contain
lakes or marshlands.
The westernmost part of Lake County drains westward into the Fox River Basin. Both the Des
Plaines River and the waters of the Fox River Basin eventually drain into the Mississippi River
and, ultimately, into the Gulf of Mexico.
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Groundwater
Groundwater
resources
constitute
an
extremely
valuable natural resource base
of the Village.
The
groundwater reservoir not
only sustains lake and pond
levels and provides the base
flow of many streams in the
area, but comprises the major
source of water supply for
domestic, municipal and
industrial water users. Like
surface water, groundwater is
susceptible to both depletion
in quantity and deterioration
in quality. To address this
issue, the Village needs to
establish
a
groundwater
protection plan.
While water occurs in varying amounts in all earth materials, groundwater is the sub-surface
water that saturates certain underground formations. Groundwater is simply water that fills
pores, channels or cracks in permeable rocks or other earth materials beneath the surface of the
earth in definable formations called aquifers. The water comes from precipitation which is not
taken up by evaporation, plant uptake or drainage into ponds and streams. The amount of
groundwater will, therefore, depend on the climate and soil conditions in the recharge region.

In northeastern Illinois, there exist four major aquifers that store and transmit underground water.
The shallowest of these is the sand and gravel aquifer system of glacial draft. The depth of the
wells in this aquifer range from 40 to 272 feet below the surface. Below this aquifer system is
the shallow Silurian-Dolomite bedrock aquifer. The depth of these wells in this aquifer range
from 120 to 512 feet. The deeper Cambrian-Ordovician sandstone aquifer is the third type used
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as a source of groundwater in the County, with wells that range from 910 to 1,400 feet below the
surface. The deepest aquifer is the Mt. Simon, but it is not presently tapped as a source of water,
primarily due to its depth and very high mineral concentration.
There has been considerable draw down of wells in the area. The yield of an individual well
depends primarily on the thickness of the aquifer at the point of the well bore, as well as the
number, size and degree of inter-connection of the water-bearing crevices intersected by the well
bore. The shallow sand and gravel aquifer is the predominant source of groundwater for the
area, supplying over 50% of total pumping. This includes both public and private wells. The
shallow dolomite and the deeper sandstone aquifers provide for the remaining quantity of the
area’s water supply. Municipal and industrial wells generally use the deeper aquifer as their
source of water. The shallow aquifers can be renewed locally and relatively quickly by natural
processes and are “recharged” with water seeping into them from the surface, called infiltration.
Deep sandstone aquifers are more confined and are generally recharged by precipitation from
quite a distance, occurring over many years. All of these recharge areas need to be identified and
protected.
Groundwater pollution refers to
man-made or man-induced quality
degradation. Polluting substances
can affect groundwater quality if the
natural filtration and bio-chemical
system (sand, soil or vegetation) is
bypassed.
The natural filtration
system’s capability is overwhelmed
by heavy concentrations of pollution
substances or by alteration of
hydrologic or chemical balances in
the sub-surface, allowing pollutants
to move to the aquifer without
interception.
Contamination that
may be encountered in groundwater
is dependent on the wide range of
waste materials, natural or manmade, which are stored on or
disposed of beneath the land surface.
There are areas within the Village where this is a major problem, and this problem could also
expand. Thus, there is a need to study the feasibility of a municipal water supply system to most
areas of the Village.
Potential pollutants in the Village include organic and inorganic chemicals, bacteriological
organisms and viral organisms. Potential pollution sources include poorly located, constructed
or maintained septic disposal systems, barnyards and livestock feed lots, gravel mining pits and
wells. The most significant amount of groundwater bacterial and viral pollution exists in areas
where shallow wells and individual septic disposal systems are too close together and where such
wells are located adjacent to waste-laden streams. This was a major concern for the Village prior
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to the installation of a common, dedicated wastewater sewage system. All future developments
will be required to connect to this wastewater sewage system.
Aquifers should be protected as much as possible against quality degradation. Point of
concentrated sources of pollution (sanitary landfills, industrial or municipal waste disposal areas)
are much easier to control and manage for groundwater protection than non-point or multi-point
sources (septic tanks, road salting, agricultural or urban run-off). Sanitary landfills or other
waste disposal sites should be located only on lands where the geologic and hydrologic
conditions are such that the potential for groundwater pollution is minimal and control is not
wholly dependent upon artificial liners or leachate treatment. However, the wide spread nonpoint sources of groundwater pollution require more challenging solutions in order to protect
groundwater.
Homeowners and lawn service companies need to be aware of the possible impact of chemicals
and fertilizers when applied to lawns and gardens. Pursuant to existing Village ordinance, no
phosphorous fertilizers should be used without a certified soil test documenting its depletion.
Proper disposal of undesirable household chemicals (pesticides, cleaning fluids, paint, etc.) and
electronics is also necessary. These are largely matters of education of users. The Village,
townships, and county often provide methods, or collection sites, for proper disposal of these
substances.
Agricultural
pollution
of
groundwater can be minimized
through the exclusive use of
biodegradable pesticides, better
crop
management
and
recycling of animal and other
wastes.
Pollution due to
infiltration of urban run-off can
also be managed so that it is
discharged at a point of control
and may, in the future, require
certain types of treatment, thus
insuring that the water has had
adequate filtration before it
reaches
the
groundwater.
Similarly,
groundwater
pollution due to road salting
can be minimized by proper
run-off interception design of
new roads.
As mentioned
earlier, attention to preventing
potential run-off from road salt
storage facilities is also
required.
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Surface Water
The surface water in Lake and McHenry Counties consists of ponds, lakes, marshes, bogs,
streams and rivers. As a direct or indirect result of glacial activity, over half of the County’s
impounded surface water acreage is naturally occurring. Some ponds formed naturally by the
glacier, as ice blocks surrounded by drift slowly melted. Many other ponds or lakes are manmade for the purpose of water retention, recreation, watering livestock and fishing. Within the
Village, there are the man-made Nielsen Channels and the retention ponds located in the newer
subdivisions. The Village needs to work and cooperate with the Fox River Waterway Agency
and the various homeowner associations to maintain and assure the quality of these man-made
systems.
Rivers and streams flow in the
direction
dictated
by
the
topography of the landscape and
the amount of water collected.
Rivers, such as the Fox River,
flow all year and are partially
supplied by the flow of
groundwater. Other streams are
intermittent, flowing only when
there is enough surface water
runoff. The Fox River within the
Village contains approximately
818 acres of surface water and
approximately 19 miles within its
reach and has an average width of
355 feet.
Floodplains
Flooding is a natural function of the environment that has occurred periodically through geologic
history. It is the overflowing of water onto land that is normally dry, when water accumulates
faster than can be absorbed into the soil or carried away in stream channels. Usually, stream
levels gradually rise over several hours or days so that some notice can be given of impending
high waters. This is in contrast to flash floods, which can occur so fast that little warning can be
given. Accidental or forced release from reservoirs also can cause floods. The waters in the
mainstream of a flood (the floodway) are swift and forcefully destructive. The overflow onto
adjacent lowlands (the flood fringe) is usually less forceful, but can still be destructive.
Floodwaters are loaded with sediment and debris which, in themselves, can become agents of
destruction in addition to the water itself. A stream may also change its course during a flood,
cutting a new channel within the floodplain. The Village’s Emergency Response Team is
available to react to these possible situations. Sandbagging and other options are available to the
ERT.
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The frequency, extent and degree of damage of flooding are directly related to land use in the
floodplain. When natural features, such as open land, trees and grasses are replaced with paving,
buildings and other improvements, the role of the floodplain changes. Instead of absorbing,
holding back the waters and slowing down its movement, developed areas can increase the
amount of runoff, the areas flooded and the potential damages. New and enlarged floodplains
can be created if urban development occurs in floodplains. As a result, storm run-off from these
new developments is often transferred onto or channeled through older downstream
developments which previously may have previously been relatively free from flooding.
The degree of flooding varies with the amount and timing of rainfall and snow melt. The
greatest cause of flood damage in the area, however, is man’s choice to build within floodplain
areas. Generally, the construction of buildings in the floodplain occurred prior to the passage of
county and municipal floodplain regulations. Prior to the adoption of these regulations, vacation
homes were built along waterways for summertime recreational uses and early spring floods
were of little concern. However, many of these buildings have become year-round residences,
subjecting occupants to seasonal flooding damage and potential health hazards.
Floodplains in Lake and McHenry Counties are characterized by wet or organic soils and
vegetation that are adapted to or tolerant of wet conditions and periodic inundation. In some
areas, woodland vegetation is predominant and in other areas, meadow and marsh vegetation
prevail. Other than stream and river overflows, flooding also contributes to groundwater
recharge, season high water tables and ponding in depressed land with slow soil permeability.
The least costly way of minimizing flood damage is
to avoid development in the floodplain. The Village
complies with the Lake County Watershed
Development Ordinance and the McHenry County
floodplain ordinance as an amendment to the County
Zoning Ordinance. The floodplain regulations were
based on those areas generally defined by the Army
Corps of Engineers and the U.S. Geologic Survey
(USGS) Flood of record. The Federal Government
also has the U.S. Housing and Urban Development
Flood Insurance Program. These Flood Insurance
Rate Maps (FIRM) define the area of the 100-year
flood (the flood which has a 1% chance of occurring
each year to the area designated). The Village must
adhere to the F.I.R.M. map to maintain affordable
flood insurance availability for its residents. The
Village is also actively involved with the 4-Lakes
Watershed Initiative to maintain water quality in local
lakes and streams.
The regulation of development in a floodplain has a mitigating effect on flooding in the long run.
It tends to protect against additional damage and also tends to preserve open areas. Floods
usually involve several overlapping governmental jurisdictions, and therefore, flood control
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drainage and land use programs and policies must be addressed on a regional or river basin basis
if damage from flooding is to be minimized. Where structures must be built in areas subject to
flooding, specialized design and construction methods should be encouraged and implemented to
prevent increased flood damage to structures and adjacent properties.
(F.I.R.M. flood maps as Appendix B)
Wetlands
Wetlands are one type of natural area which is common in the Village. Wetlands are areas
inundated or saturated by surface or groundwater at a frequency and duration sufficient to
support the type of vegetation that are adapted for life in saturated conditions, water being the
key element of a wetland, thereby determining the type of soil, plants, aquatic life, and animals
found there. Wetland areas may include cattail marshes, forested swamps, peat bogs, fens, and
other similar areas of wet vegetated soils.
The Fish and Wildlife Service and the
U.S. Department of the Interior have
developed a classification system for
wetlands. The classification system
leads to the identification of a
particular wetland area according to its
type.
The structure of the
classification begins at the broadest
level of the system: Marine, Estuarine,
Riverine, Lacustrine (associated with
lakes), and Palustrine (marshes,
swamps, ponds, etc.). Within each
system are successively narrower
categories.
Wetland maps prepared by the U.S. Department of the Interior have generally classified the
wetlands within the Village and in the surrounding areas as part of the Palustrine system.
The Village is keenly aware of the need to protect those wetlands affecting or located within the
Village. Wetlands are one of the most precious and environmentally productive ecological
systems on earth, not only harboring unique soils and plants that provide habitat and food for fish
and wildlife, but also assisting in erosion and flood control, providing invaluable scientific and
recreational opportunities, and often serving as critical recharge areas for underground sources of
drinking water. All of these benefits contribute in some way to a healthy and stable economy.
Without wetlands, the water upon which we rely for drinking and bathing will not be clean and
clear, recreational opportunities would quickly decline and nature’s own flood control
mechanism would be permanently lost. When the natural services of wetlands are lost, it may
become necessary to construct man-made systems to replace these lost resources and to manage
flood control.
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(Refer to Wetland Maps Appendix C)
Soils
Soils are the basic resource in which plants grow, consisting of living ecosystems in which
millions of micro-organisms carry out biological functions in complex cycles, resulting in the
conversion of minerals, dead plants, animal remains, water and air into organic compounds
which nourish plants.
The soils located within the Village and within Lake and McHenry Counties were generally
derived from materials which were distributed by three agents: ice, water and wind. When the
glaciers retreated, they left behind a complex network of unsorted sand, gravel and silt. Running
melt-waters removed or covered the old soils and sorted out the glacial deposits, forming what is
now referred to as outwash sediments. Water in the glacial lakes was, at the same time,
depositing several feet of fresh silt and clay sediments.
Peat and mulch soils, which occur in sloughs, marshes and some floodplains, are primarily where
silt and plant materials were deposited and decomposed in poorly drained depressions. Most of
these deposits exist along the permanent channels of McHenry County’s streams. The better
drained land areas in the floodplains are covered with alluvial loams.

In general terms, 29% of the soils in McHenry County have poor natural drainage, 13% of the
soils are imperfectly drained and 58% of the soils are considered well to moderately drained.
58% of the soils are considered prairie soils (dark in color), 34% are timber soils (light in color)
and 8% are muck or bottom soils.
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The McHenry County portion of Port Barrington is comprised primarily of 12 soil types:
Houghton Muck
Swampy Areas
Millbrook Silt Loam
LaHogue Silt Loam

Ellison Silt Loam
Drummer Silty Clay Loam
Candem Silt Loam
Dresden Silt Loam

Starks’ Silt Loam
Alvin Sandy Loam
Casco Silt Loam
Harpster Silt Loam

The soils are generally described as mixed, fine and silty, with poor drainage.
The Lake County portion of the Village along the Fox River is categorized in the
Zurich/Grays/Wauconda Association of soils.
Zurich Silt Loam
Peotone Silty Clay Loam

Pella Silty Clay Loam
Wauconda Silt Loam

Grays Silt Loam
Houghton Muck

Native Vegetation
At the time Lake and McHenry Counties were
originally settled, the natural vegetation consisted of
prairies, forest, savannas, and wetlands. Prairies
were thought to be areas having poor soil that would
not support crops. They were very hot in the
summer and few trees were present on this land for
building material and fuel. Prairie fires could rage
through these areas and their openness also left early
settlers open to hostile attacks. Dense forests existed
in both lowland and upland areas. Wetland
vegetation grew in the marshes and bogs that
occupied the depressions and streamside floodways.
The savanna (or oak opening areas of prairie) and
open groves of trees were the areas the settlers
preferred for home sites.
Today, only a very small area of Lake County and McHenry County remains in a natural state.
Due to the conversion of land to other uses, less than 5% of the County is forested and
considerably less contains original prairie vegetation. Many of the wetlands have been dredged
for ponds or drained for agricultural use. The savannas are virtually non-existent because of
their use for pasture, housing and farming. Only through historic accounts and vivid imagination
can the area’s rolling prairies, rich with flowering plants and virgin forests, with their diversity of
species, be reconstructed. With the continual destruction of natural vegetation, the variety of
animal species found in the area has diminished.
The Village is located in an area having a bountiful variety of native vegetation, such as Canary
Grass, Broad Leaved Cattail, River Bulrush and Willow Loosestrife. Also, common trees found
in the area: White Oak, Northern Red Oak, Yellow Poplar, Black Walnut, White Ash, Red and
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Silver Maples, Black Willow and quaking
Aspen. In recent years, the invasive Emerald
Ash Borer has entered the area, having the
potential to devastate the Village’s Ash tree
population. However, the Village has made
considerable efforts to treat and contain this
condition to preserve as many trees as possible.
Aside from popular visual appeal, woodlands
limit erosion, control run-off, provide wildlife
habitats, improve air quality and perform other
vital functions. The Village intends to carefully
plan and manage development in woodland
areas to ensure the continued viability of these
plant communities.
Wildlife
Although development of real estate over the years has diverted certain wildlife from its habitats
and concentrated their population into fewer land areas, the Village recognizes wildlife as an
important economic, aesthetic, ecological, educational, recreational and scientific resource, as
well as providing opportunities for hunting, commercial and sport fishing, trapping and countless
other rewarding outdoor experiences. Collectively, these pursuits have created significant
employment opportunities and have generated an important outdoor recreational industry.
Wildlife has inherent value as components and indicators of a healthy ecosystem, often
demonstrating how altered environments may effect changes in quality of life for humans.
Unlike plants, animals are mobile. Some species are permanent residents; others are migratory
and are much more numerous in terms of species than are plants, making a complete inventory
impossible. Wildlife is dependent upon the environment for food, water, shelter and nesting and
breeding areas. As the use of land changes, so will the wildlife population.
The types of environments available for wildlife
determine the number and variety of species that
exist in certain areas. Generally, a natural area
with a mixture of plant communities will
support a greater diversity of wildlife species.
In the case of a monoculture, a mowed lawn or a
farm field, a fewer number of animal species
will be able to exist. Some of these species are
very shy around humans, while others may
require large territories in a natural condition.
Urban areas support more wildlife than most
people would imagine.
Maintained lawns,
garbage, sewers and attics of garages and homes
can provide food, water and habitat for species
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that have less restricting requirements. Backyard trees and shrub plantings, birdhouses and bird
feeders provide a suitable environment for many types of birds. Raccoons, opossums, rabbits
and other rodents are sometimes more common in urban areas than in rural areas. The
unfortunate consequence of this trend is that the variety of species is becoming limited.
Several things could help reverse this trend. In urban and suburban areas, the planting of shrubs
and trees that are preferred by wildlife for a source of food and shelter has a significant impact
on attracting wildlife. The existence of park, floodplain or river corridors also aids wildlife. The
preservation of natural areas and the development of pathway systems would also assist by
sheltering the animals and providing a corridor for them to move into new areas. Protected
wetlands provide migrating waterfowl with feeding stops during their long flights.

Open Space
The preservation and/or acquisition by the Village of open space is encouraged, and open space
can take many forms, including:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Recreational, such as local, state and national parks, and golf courses, hunt clubs,
playgrounds, trails, campsites and water-related activities.
Natural resource management, such as nature preserves, wildlife habitats, floodplains and
wetlands.
Cultural features, such as scenic areas, historic sites, archaeological finds and even
cemeteries.
Urban design features, such as lands marginally suited for development, areas to be used as
holding zones, resource preservation areas, and the utilization of open land as noise and
visual buffers.

Any of the first three types of open space can be used to satisfy the fourth, “urban design
features”, if they are situated in appropriate locations.
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Three basic functions served by open space are:
(1)
(2)
(3)

It can meet positive human needs (both physically and psychologically).
It can enhance and protect the resource base (air, water, soil, plants and animals).
It can affect economic development decisions (tourism, real estate values, development
patterns and employment).

The term “open space” as used in this Comprehensive Plan, refers to areas of land and water, in
public or private ownership, which have an “institutionalized” use of the land for such uses as
parks, outdoor recreational activities, managing natural resources and/or influencing the pattern
of urban development. Open space differs from open land in that open land is generally vacant
and has no present use and is not being owned or maintained for specific open space purposes. It
is from the stock of open land that future open space can be derived. In the case of agricultural
land, however, such land is neither open space nor open land.
Although there can be a relationship between open space and outdoor recreation, open space may
is often separate and distinct from land providing recreational uses.
Public Open Space
The availability and use of public open space is of great importance to the Village. In the Port
Barrington area, public open space can be found in the form of state parks, county conservation
district sites, and municipal/park district
parks, all of which clearly serve the
purpose of providing open space for
public recreation, wildlife protection and
education, now and in the future. The
existence of public open spaces is an asset
that residents of the Village enjoy and
which the Village recognizes should be
protected as such areas would be difficult,
if not impossible, to replace.
Open space within Port Barrington
currently consists of public Village parks,
common
areas
within
residential
developments, and the Lake County
Forest Preserve District’s Fox River
Preserve.
These facilities contain
playground equipment, playing fields for
sports, fishing areas, and trail systems. A
future goal of the Village should be the evaluation and possible upgrade of Village-owned areas,
pathway improvements, the installation of equipment and the development of facilities in public
Village parks in order to accommodate a greater variety of age groups, equipment maintenance,
and use of native plants for habitat restoration whenever possible. The Village also has and
should continue to maintain its boat launch primarily for use by residents.
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FUTURE GROWTH AND IMPROVEMENT STRATEGIES
Growth inevitably results in change, an increase in demand for services, and the related impact
on the finances of the Village. When contemplating Village growth and the related
responsibilities, the core principles as outlined in previous sections of this Comprehensive Plan
should take precedence. Growth and improvements must be managed and developed in a
manner consistent with the desired character of the community, financial policies, and
environmental impact.
Future Annexation
The open farmland located at the Southeast corner of Roberts and Darrell Roads is one of the
few remaining large tracts of land available for possible annexation. The property is presently
surrounded by the Village.
When this property is annexed into the Village, the
Village anticipates that this property would be
developed primarily as a residential use, with
possible other mixed uses which might tie into the
conceptual plan of a “commercial/institutional
corridor”, which would involve development of
land uses along the Village’s major roads: Roberts,
Darrell, and Rawson Bridge Roads. Essentially,
this corridor could become the vibrant business
center of Port Barrington.
Smaller annexations may also be possible, which
should be consistent with and possibly subject to
existing and future intergovernmental agreements.
It is the present policy of the Village, however, not
to pursue involuntary annexations, except where
necessary to protect the Village and its residents.
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Roberts & Darrell Roads

Establish a Community Room/Police Office
With the elimination of the Village’s Police Department in 2009, the Department’s building
remains relatively unused. While it is desirable to have a check-in office accessible to the
Sheriff’s Deputies serving the Village, a large part of the building could be used for other
purposes.
Currently, the Village Hall is made available for use by homeowners’ associations for their
monthly meetings. This occurs only after staff secures all doors, cabinets, documents and
equipment. Although residents themselves had previously been permitted to use the Village Hall
for personal events and parties, this practice was discontinued.
In consideration of the Village’s future needs and the possible future needs of Village residents,
the Village has determined that it would be advantageous to convert the building that formerly
contained the Village’s Police Department into a Community Room with space for Sheriff’s
Deputies serving the Village as well as storage space for the Village, in addition to providing a
much-needed secure meeting place for public meetings. This would include:










Identification of the needs of the community for building space
Securing a design plan for the community room build-out
Clearing of the premises of unneeded equipment and furniture
Installation of shelving and cabinets to meet storage needs in the garage
Reconfiguration of building space to house both a police office and a room suitable for
public meetings and conferences
Re-design and build-out of the current bathroom to meet ADA standards and to allow
access to the outside for outdoor event use and to serve the Community Meeting Room
and Police Office
Providing exterior esthetics for appeal and practicality
Installation of a parking lot rain garden promoting water conservation and public
education
Establishment of an application process and contract to allow public use of the
Community Room
Road and Salt Storage Facility
To accommodate the environmentally safe
and convenient storage of road salt, the
Village should study the expansion of the
existing
garage/pavilion
building.
Preliminary drawings have been developed
for a 36’ x 28’ addition with a 16’ ceiling.
Besides salt, public works equipment and
special event items could also be stored in
such an expanded facility.
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Establish a Groundwater Protection Plan
Recent studies in McHenry and Lake Counties indicate that as the population increases, potable
drinking water is becoming a scarce commodity. Without access to Lake Michigan water,
groundwater and inland surface waters remain the only alternative sources. While the Fox River
is a potential source, it will not meet all of the need. Limited availability of water from Lake
Michigan, the deep aquifers, and the Fox River, leave only one other major source of potable
water: the shallow aquifers.
Within the Village of Port Barrington, all
residents rely on private wells; and a
high number of these wells are shallow,
sand and gravel wells.
A Groundwater Protection Program
(“GPP”) would benefit the residents of
Port Barrington with safer drinking
water, a cleaner environment and
reduced costs in treating their water.
Residents of neighboring communities
served by the same aquifer will also
benefit; and a GPP can serve as an
example of how groundwater should be
protected,
encouraging
other
communities to join the effort to
conserve a valuable resource.

Elements of the Groundwater Protection Program, at a minimum, would include:







Identification of vulnerable areas and potential contaminants
Periodic sampling and analyses of groundwater from strategic locations in the Village
Periodic inspection of surface water contributions to groundwater. The Village is already
involved in such a program in compliance with its National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System period.
An emergency response program for accidental spills or discharges
A land use or zoning plan that considers groundwater protection
Preparation of Village ordinances regarding the use of herbicides and pesticides in high
risk areas. The Village has already passed an ordinance banning phosphorus.
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Feasibility of a Municipal Water Supply
As noted earlier in this Comprehensive Plan, there are concerns for the availability of potable
water within the Village. This concern may become more acute in future years. To address this,
the Village needs to consider the staged construction of a public water supply and distribution
system.
Stage I:

Locate the ideal placement for a water tower and pumping station to be placed within
the Village boundaries. The well(s) would need to be deep enough to reach a clean,
clear, and uncompromised aquifer.

Stage II:

Build a water treatment facility and create an infrastructure for the distribution of
water within the Village.

Stage III: Provide municipal water supply rolled out to the subdivisions in the following order:
Riverwalk
Deer Grove
Deer Grove North
Fox River Valley Gardens
Remainder of the Village
A potential site such water tower and water treatment facility, and/or other Village projects, is
the approximately 5 acres of Village owned-land at the back of Fox Trail Park.
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